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Welcome – 30 seconds about us

• SaaSOptics is an Atlanta-based company offering a market-leading, 
cloud-based subscription management platform

• Specifically designed for B2B SaaS and subscription-based businesses
• We serve 350+ emerging and growth SaaS businesses worldwide
• We manage over $2.1B in revenue and invoices
• Average onboarding time is 2 weeks

About Tim McCormick – CEO, SaaSOptics
• 30+ year software veteran, over half with recurring revenue models
• Experience with start-ups through Fortune 50 technology companies
• Internet Security Systems (ISS) – VP of Marketing, start-up through IPO 

to acquisition by IBM
• JouleX – VP sales & marketing, start-up to acquisition by Cisco Systems

Tim McCormick, CEO



Agenda

• How do we measure the maturity of your finance operations? 

• What is the B2B Finance Operations Assessment?

• Answer assessment questions and review outcomes

• Learn more

• Q/A



How Do We Measure?

Using the B2B Finance Operations Assessment

The B2B Finance Operations Assessment was created to measure the 
financial maturity of a growing SaaS business in 10 questions. 

PROCESS & 
FUNCTIONAL MATURITY



How Do We Score?

Focuses on Three Functional Areas:

Invoicing and Payments

Revenue Recognition

Subscription Metrics & Analytics



How Do We Score?

Three Outcome Results:
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Revenue Recognition

• Scalable revenue recognition process

• Deferred revenue calculations and closing your books

• Support for new revenue recognition standard (ASC 606)



Revenue Recognition

Basic

Transitional

Optimized

What to look out for:
• Revenues are managed in 

spreadsheets
• Period-end close is time-consuming
• Lack of confidence in accuracy of 

reporting and metrics

Recommendations:
• Invest in a system that auto-

recognizes revenues, schedules 
and sends all invoices and 
calculates deferred revenue

What to look out for:

• Flexibility for renewals and 
contract upgrades/downgrades

• Managing in spreadsheets
• ASC 606 challenges

Recommendations:

• Automate and streamline your 
revenue recognition process for 
every item and contract

• This provides you with the 
flexibility to support your 
changing needs as your business 
grows.

What to look out for:

• Scalable processes with changing 
contracts

• Inefficiency from rapid growth
• ASC 606 readiness

Recommendations:

• Varying contract terms and 
billing methods come with 
growth in a SaaS business

• Use a flexible system that can 
quickly accommodate to new 
and changing contract terms.

56%

24%

20%



Invoicing and Payments

• Invoice and payment processes

• Invoice audit trail 

• Visibility of contracts across the business



Invoicing and Payments

Basic

Transitional

Optimized

What to look out for:
• Manual processes + 

disconnected spreadsheets = 
inaccuracies

• Lack of integration. Duplicate 
customer & contract data entry is 
error prone and inefficient

Recommendations:
• Automate and streamline
• Invest in a platform that 

connects to all systems

What to look out for:

• Your business outgrowing your 
current financial processes

• Lack of efficiency and control

Recommendations:

• Streamline the order to cash & 
renewal process

• Ensure you have a single source 
of truth for customer financial 
data for reporting and metrics

What to look out for:

• Strain from evolving contracts: 
renewals, upgrades, mid-
term/co-term changes

• Access to customer financial 
records cross-organization

Recommendations:

• Connect your general ledger and 
CRM with an integrated 
subscription management 
platform with built-in 
performance metrics and 
analytics

56%

24%

20%



Subscription Metrics & Analytics

• Basic SaaS metrics (MRR/ARR & churn/retention)

• Metric calculation process

• System integration



Subscription Metrics & 
Analytics

Basic

Transitional

Optimized

What to look out for:
• Basic metrics calculated manually in 

spreadsheets
• Investors want consistency and 

insight

Recommendations:
• A combination of GAAP-compliant 

financials and subscription metrics.
• Basic MRR/ARR, churn/retention

What to look out for:

• You are generating some basic 
SaaS metrics, but you’re missing 
advanced metrics

• You will struggle to understand the 
story behind the numbers

Recommendations:

• You need advanced metrics on 
demand for deeper insight into 
your business

• CLV, CLV to CAC and advanced 
cohort analysis

• Establish single source of truth for 
subscription metrics

What to look out for:

• You have a good handle on 
MRR/ARR and some advanced 
metrics. 

• Be sure you have standardization 
in your metrics. Investors want 
consistency

Recommendations:

• Establish single source of truth for 
subscription metrics

• Raise the bar by adding CLV, CLV 
to CAC and advanced cohort 
analysis

56%

24%

20%



Improving your Financial Operations
• Modernize your revenue recognition and deferred revenue process

• Automatically recognize revenue over the life of your customer agreements
• Automatically calculate deferred revenue as you invoice customers

• Automate your Order to Payment to Renewal process
• Integrate your CRM and general ledger to close an opportunity in your CRM, auto-

create customers, contracts, revenues, invoices, collect payments, and create 
opportunities in your CRM

• Track basic and advanced performance metrics
• MRR/ARR, churn/retention, customer lifetime value (CLV), CLV to CAC, and 

cohort analysis



Learn More
Resources to Download:
CEO Guide to SaaS Financial Metrics – learn about key financial metrics for growing your business and satisfy investors.

A Guide to Using Metrics to Triage Your Subscription Business - SaaS performance metrics are much more than 
reports delivered to management, investors and your board of directors. Used properly, they provide operational insight, 
enable decision-making, and help you manage and grow your business.

Case Studies:
Greenhouse Customer Case Study - Greenhouse, one of the world's most successful SaaS companies, has enjoyed 
tremendous success raising more than $60 million in capital over the last 12 months alone. Learn how Greenhouse utilized 
the power of SaaSOptic’s financial reporting to grow their business.

Driven Insights Customer Success Story - SaaSOptics has given Driven Insights the visibility and accurate financials to 
generate clean revenue recognition calculations, capture clean churn metrics and easily run additional reports as required for 
management and board meetings.

Request a Demo
Request a demo to learn more about how SaaSOptics can streamline your financial operations and deliver the real-time SaaS 

performance metrics and analytics you need to manage and grow your business.



Questions?



Thanks For Joining!

Tim McCormick
(678) 203-2248
tmccormick@saasoptics.com

www.saasoptics.com


